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Abstract—Posting photos on online social networking services
(SNSs) has become popular nowadays, which allows a user to
share individual photos with others. However, such photos may
contain sensitive private information (i.e., a child’s face), which
should only be shared within certain groups like close friends or
families, rather than by everyone who gets access to the page that
includes the photo. To address such a multilevel security problem,
we propose a novel attribute-based encryption scheme to secure
photo sharing on SNSs. Specifically, we first utilize deep learning
methods to identify and categorize “private” information, and for
each category of sensitive information, we then encrypt it using
a pre-defined subset of the photo uploader’s private attributes
(e.g., locations, occupations, and hobbies) which are not publicly
available on SNSs. Each subset of attributes builds a specific
access rule. As a result, only when a visitor’s own attributes
match the rule, the corresponding encrypted information can be
then recovered. Not only does the proposed scheme not interrupt
information sharing among legitimate users, but also it prevents
unauthorized users from obtaining the private information.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

With the growth and accessibility of technology and internet, the ease of posting and sharing photos on social networking services (SNSs) has increased exponentially. However,
many users may unconsciously upload a photo that contains
sensitive information in regard to themselves or someone else,
such as baby faces, phone numbers, house locations and others.
Certain private information should only be shared with certain
groups of people. For example, some young parents may share
pictures of their kids on SNSs and thus friends and family who
do not live nearby can see them. Meanwhile, if such private
information is disclosed to adversaries, it may cause serious
consequences, including identify theft and digital kidnapping.
There are extensive research aiming to achieve privacypreserving photo sharing on SNSs. Once sensitive information
is detected on a photo before it is posted, existing work
usually blur [4] or encrypt [5], [6], [3], [7] the sensitive
part. Though both may stop adversaries from capturing the
privacy when the employed blurring technique is irreversible
and the key used for encryption is strong enough. Each has
specific shortcomings: the former scheme also disables the
intended receivers to view the content, causing the goal of
sharing failed; the latter scheme requires the uploader to preshare different keys with different groups who are allowed
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Fig. 1.

PhotoLock scheme flow chart.

to view the corresponding private information, which is quite
inflexible and causes a huge burden for the user. In this work,
we propose a novel photo sharing scheme which enables the
user automatically encrypts the detected private information
leveraging attribute-based encryption (ABE) [1], [2], so that
legitimate users can recover the private information with their
attributes. The match level between attribute sets of the photo
uploader and the viewer implements a natural fine-grained
access control policy.
II.

S YSTEM DESIGN

When a user uploads a photo, the proposed scheme automatically detects sensitive regions with a customized deeplearning based image analysis scheme. For each region, the
user then adds different “locks” on them which are designed
by leveraging the uploader’s pre-defined attributes. The photo
with locks will then be uploaded to the server. When another
user visits the uploader’s web page, aiming to view the picture,
a key would be crafted based on the user’s attributes in order
to unlock the sensitive regions. Only the attributes of the user
and the uploader match, the user is able to succeed in obtaining
the private information.
We utilize the technique of attribute-based encryption to
generate such locks and keys. The encryption and decryption
tasks are performed at client sides. To prevent an adversary
from launching exhaustive attack (i.e., brute-force attack) to
decrypt the locked regions, we involve the server in the secret
key generation procedure, so that only limited number of
decryption trials are accepted. Also, we explore to utilize
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should be re-issued by the server, which is used for mitigating
the brute-force attack that an illegal user may launch as the
server can decline excessive seed requests from a same user
within a short time.
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Fig. 2. Tree structure of a policy: (s1 or s2 or s3 or s4) and s5.

D. Photo Unlocking
After Bob derives a secret key SKBob , he attempts to
decrypt the locked photo C. In this phase, as Bob’s private
attributes AttrBob satisfy the access control policy Ti specified
by Alice (i.e., the access control policy for family members),
Bob successfully obtains each sub-key ki with the polynomials
extracted from the photo C as well as his attributes AttrBob .
Since the sensitive part in the photo C is encrypted with the
corresponding sub-keys, Bob can then successfully reveal the
original photo M .

user-specific private attribute information to build a multilevel access control policy, with which, private information
within an uploaded photo will be protected from unauthorized
viewers, who do not pass the access control check.
In the following discussion, we illustrate the proposed
photo sharing scheme using an example with one server and
two legitimate users, named Alice and Bob. There are four
major phases to securely share a photo between the two
legitimate users, i.e., preparation, photo locking at the uploader
side, key crafting at viewer side, and photo unlocking. Figure 1
demonstrates the overall structure of such an example.

Generally, any user who is able get access to Alice’s
web page including the photo may send a seed request for
recovering locked regions. Suppose an adversary Trudy is a
strange to Alice, aiming to gather private information about
Alice for malicious goals. Similar with Bob, Trudy is also
able to derives her corresponding secret key SKT rudy with
her own attributes AttrT rudy . However, as AttrT rudy may
not pass any access control policies determined by Alice, she
would thus fail to recover the original photo M .

A. Preparation
First of all, the server generates a public key P K and a
master key M K. Suppose Alice has an original photo M ,
which is taken during a holiday trip with Bob, and she wants
to share it with Bob. Before Alice uploads M to a SNS server
(e.g., Facebook), she first determines different levels of access
control policies using her private attribute sets (e.g., name,
favorite sports, address). Let Ti represents such an access
control policy, where i is the index of the determined security
levels. Ti can be then denoted with a string including one or
more conditional statements.

III.

C ONCLUSION

We have verified the feasibility of a novel autonomous
privacy-preserving photo sharing scheme on SNSs leveraging
attribute-based encryption, which enables a user to upload a
photo without worrying that the private sensitive information
on photo will be disclosed to unauthorized users. Continuing
this work, we will further improve our scheme by considering
more security levels of different groups as well as more userrelated attributes for providing finer-grain access control.

B. Photo Locking
Each access control policy Ti is parsed and stored with a
tree structure. Figure 2 depicts an example of such a policy
tree which is generated according to a user attributes based
string, i.e., (s1 or s2 or s3 or s4) and s5, where
sj (j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 5}) indicates the j-th condition. During the
photo locking phase, Ti is converted into a polynomial using
the public key P K and the selected hash function. During
the conversion of Ti , a corresponding sub-key ki is derived
from the polynomial. Meanwhile, private parts with different
sensitivities in M are identified with a customized deeplearning based privacy localization algorithm. With the derived
locations and sensitivities, different access control policies are
utilized to encrypt corresponding sensitive parts. As a result,
the user derives a polynomial part and an encrypted part from
each of detected sensitive area in M . The user then generates
and publishes the encrypted photo C, where the set of the
polynomials are embedded.
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C. Key Crafting
Suppose Bob and Alice are families, and he should be
able to view the true content that Alice posts. When Bob
visits Alice’s web page which includes the photo, the server
first displays the photo with private regions being encrypted
(i.e., locked). In order to recover the original picture, Bob
then generates a secret key SKBob using his own attributes
AttrBob , along with the pubic P K, M K and the seed s
obtained from the server. Note that for each decryption, s
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